A Place with Pinwheels
A film by Alfred Seiya Lam

Synopsis
On a neighbouring Chinese island closest to Taiwan, the local government
attempts to attract a large number of Taiwanese citizens to migrate and do
business by transforming its underdeveloped fishing island into a coastal
metropolis. Whilst the policy has been proven futile, Ah-Gao and a group of
street children secretly living in a newly-built but abandoned building, hear a
heroic tale and dream of going to Taiwan in a legendary way……
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Pingtan, located in Fujian
Province, is the closest Chinese
island to Taiwan.
In 2012, Pingtan became a pilot
area for China’s cross-strait
cooperation, as well as the
focus of the central
government’s plan of the WestTaiwan Strait Economic Zone.
Backed by the State Council, it
is said that Pingtan will receive
more than 40 billion USD in the
next few years and finish the
world’s longest rail tunnel from
Mainland China to Taiwan.

Director’s Statement
As an immigrant, my memories of China where I was born, were solely limited to the far south island
that even most Chinese have never heard of. The sea, the sand, the stone huts and the bumpy
cobble roads, all began to diminish as the country advances in a rapid speed.
In the beginning, people on the island rejoiced in the change, and embraced the new bureaucratic
ambition to collaborate with their neighbour, Taiwan. Yet, as more economic plans remain stagnant
and more Taiwanese come and leave this place with disappointment, many start to forget the hope
they once felt. Thus, instead of making a film in the West, or making a film in China through an
orientalised outlook, I felt the imperative to capture the reality of what was happening and
disappearing in my hometown.
I was fascinated by the polarised voices towards change, as well as the beautiful, juxtaposed
landscapes of the new and the old. Although the story was told through a fabricated representation
of the poor and the vulnerable, it served as an appropriate apparatus to contrast the monumental
but intangible reverberations of the political-economic status quo.
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Director’s Biography

Alfred Seiya Lam
Alfred is a Hong Kong filmmaker based in Beijing. After
growing up in Japan, Hong Kong, Australia, Alfred completed
his BA at Columbia University in New York. Prior to his
graduation, he began taking classes in film theories and
screenwriting, and landed a position as the Communication
Coordinator at the Asian American International Film Festival.
He later pursued his passion in filmmaking at The London Film
School, and directed multiple short films during his studies.
Alfred spends most his time mastering the craft of directing
and screenwriting, and is constantly discovering new
approaches of storytelling and filmmaking.
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Silhouette
Minus Pink
Six Feet Under Pietà
Carousel
Red
Siren

Producer’s Biography

Othmane Balafrej
Othmane Balafrej is a Moroccan filmmaker who
graduated from The London Film School MA
programme.
His first documentary film, “SBITAR” was selected at
MoMA Documentary Fortnight 2016. Othmane was
involved in a wide range of film projects from a
spectrum of genres and cultures, working as a
Director or as a Producer on more than 10 short
films that have been made in London, Thailand,
India, China and Morocco.

Producer’s Filmography
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10x10ft
To The Moon & Back
Minus Pink
Autumn Equinox
Carousel

2016
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2013

Funeral Parade of the Crab
Shadow World
SBITAR
This Change Everything
Traitors

Cinematographer’s Biography

Cameron Ward
After graduating from Exeter with a BA Hons. 1st Class in Film Studies,
Cameron continued to pursue his interest in cinema and photography
at The London Film School, from which he will be graduating in
January 2019.
Having worked internationally for the past few years, within countries
including China, Azerbaijan, India, South Africa, Ukraine, Pakistan, and
Canada, Cameron maintains a strong focus on telling unique stories
with a unique aesthetic.
Cameron’s distinct attraction to the use of practical lighting and
experimentation in his work has allowed an idiosyncratic and adaptive
aesthetic to permeate his images with unobtrusive real-world
authenticity.

Cinematographer’s Filmography
2018
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10x10ft
The Chairs
Musin’
Walls
Falling As We Grow
The Hallway

Actor’s Biography

Tian Ze Qiu
Tian Ze is a eleven-year-old actor from Pingtan,
China. Ever since he was little, Tian Ze spends
a great amount of time studying the internal
struggles of actors on TV. In 2016, he joined the
Qi Yi Child Actors’ Group and won several
awards for debates, speeches and plays. Tian
Ze has a great sense of humour, and believes
that laughter can cure miserable lives.

Zhe Han Zheng
Zhe Han is a nine-year-old actor from Pingtan, China.
He was named by his grandfather, who hopes that he
grows to become a smart and humble person.
Zhe Han loves taekwondo, basketball, reading, acting
and Minecraft. His dream is to become a great actor.
Like his name, Zhe Han believes that knowledge, is the
fuel of intelligence.

Technical Specifications
Genre
Countries of Production
Year of Production
Length
Shooting Format
Screening Format
Aspect Ratio
Sound
Languages
Subtitles

Drama
China, United Kingdom
2018
13:18 minutes
2K Panasonic VariCam LT
DCP 2K
2.39:1
5.1
Mandarin Chinese, Pingtan Dialect
English
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